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Modules produced with 18.8 x 20.2mm² FE-I4 read-out chips thinned down to 100 µm have shown that the Selex indium bump bonding process can be used both with planar and 3D sensors, provided a stress relief process is applied after thinning and the flip-chip step is slightly modified allowing the working temperature to go below 50°C before releasing the pressure.

Development of Indium bump bonding for the ATLAS Insertable B-Layer (IBL)
G Alimonti et al 2013 JINST 8 P01024 doi:10.1088/1748-0221/8/01/P01024
Single side deposition tests at Selex and IFAE

- Single sided bump-bonding tried to recover LGAD devices from a diced wafer (without UBM)
  - Otherwise sensor discarded or expensive single tile processing
- Several FEI3 devices attached: one was wire-bonded and tested
- However, only a fraction of the pixels were connected
  - Charge collection verified, but device was noisy
- Studies on going
- Tests with FE-I4 size

Occupancy map of Sr90 source scan at 80V
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Cluster charge (ToT) at different Vbias

Print of passivation opening on Indium bump

Big noise contribution

See J. Lange talk, Tuesday 9:55am
Next steps (1)

- Selex is upgrading its assembly line to process 6” wafers (4” and 8” up to now)
- FBK has just upgraded its production line to 6” wafers (4” up to now)

The first step is to produce “standard” modules (unthinned FE chips bonded to “known” FBK sensors) to test both Selex and FBK new lines.
Next steps (2)

After testing the two upgraded lines, modules can be assembled for new developments:

- Test new 3D sensors from FBK, producing modules with unthinned FE chips
- Assemble several modules with known sensors and 100 µm FE chips to validate the thin module production (few modules produced up to now)
Next steps (3)

- A final step (can be done in parallel) is to assemble dummy modules with higher density (x5) bumps to investigate future module productions.

Design, produce and measure resistivity bump chains dummies with high density bumps.
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Same technology used for about half the Atlas Pixel Detector modules but:

- Larger (~19x20 mm$^2$ instead of 7x11 mm$^2$) and thinner (100 µm) chips
- One order of magnitude more bumps (26880 instead of 2880) and maybe higher (x5) due to a possible smaller pixel size (50x50 µm$^2$ instead of 50x250 µm$^2$)

Outline:

- Results with planar and 3D sensors
- Next steps

Tests performed at Genova by G. Darbo, C. Gemme & A. Rovani
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The indium bump-bonding technique is a two-step process:
- bump deposition on both the silicon sensor and the IC wafers
- the flip-chip assembly

In the first process the indium bumps evaporated through a polyimide mask are about 9 µm tall with a defect rate, measured by optical inspection, on the order of 10^{-5}.

The UBM process is very simple: after plasma activation, about 10 nm of chromium are deposited just before indium is evaporated in the same vacuum cycle, with the temperature never exceeding 50°C.

In the second step a cycle with controlled temperature and pressure allows the bumps to establish the electrical and mechanical connections. The resulting connection has an height of about 12 µm and a diameter of about 20 µm.
The critical parameters for the bonding process are the larger size of the read-out chip, together with the requirement of a thin chip.

Possible origin of problems for the hybridization step are:
• handling of such a thin and large chip
• planarity with respect to the sensor during flip-chip
• deformations coming from internal stress of the chip and/or working temperature during the bonding step

Potential advantages of the Indium bonding process are:
• a low (90°C) maximum working temperature
• a very simple one-step Under-Bump Metallization
• the pick-up tool with the applied bonding pressure is a natural support to prevent chip deformation when working with very thin dies
X-ray images are showing a good bump uniformity and planarity after flip-chip
ENC measurements and Am$^{241}$ source hit-map of modules assembled using a planar (left) or a 3D sensor with a non thinned (725 µm) FE-I4a.

The detection of an Am$^{241}$ source shows no problem in the modules. The shadows seen in the 3D module are coming from SMD components, which are loaded on the flex circuit glued above the module and attenuating the Am$^{241}$ gamma rays.
Good results are coming also from modules assembled with a planar sensor and a FE-I4a thinned to 200 µm. This is already an important step from the level reached for the ATLAS pixel production: the read out chips have about the same thickness but now have a much larger area that is a critical parameter for the indium bonding process.

- No pixel masked
- < 20 pixels not responding
Problems are first seen going to 100 µm thinned FE-I4a.

Areas of missing connections are clearly visible in the module: the fact that missing contacts are not on the border of the chip (could be originated by handling) and are present on different modules, points to a bonding problem.

A deformation of the chips thinned to 100 µm had been already observed before bonding and this is thought to be the origin of the problem. Such a behavior is considered to be normal by people involved in thinning and dicing processes and originated by the different metal layers (8 for the FE-I4a) used to build the chip itself.

A stress relief step after thinning has been suggested to reduce the deformation.
This step, applied on the wafer back side, proved to be more difficult than expected due to the presence of a polyimide layer on the wafer front side to protect the indium bumps. Three stress relief processes have been tested: two gave good results.

Chemical Mechanical Process (CMP) with a maximum temperature of 35°C
The wafer is mounted on a rotating carrier head and pushed against a rotating pad with a colloidal silica dispensed between the two. The colloidal silica (slurry) etches the silicon surface and polishes the wafer. The pressure between the wafer and the pad, and the rounds per minute (RPM) in which the carrier head and rotating platen spin, determine the removal rate and temperature control.

Dry polishing step, with the maximum working temperature not exceeding 90°C
A proprietary process, a specially developed polishing wheel containing non-diamond grit, is rotating in direct contact with the wafer and uses no chemical, slurry or water.
Furthermore, a modification has also been done in the bonding process to exploit the support provided by the pickup tool that holding the thinned chip to a flat surface and applying a uniform pressure, is a natural support to flatten the deformed chip. Indium bonds at 90°C are still very weak (indium melting temperature is 156°C): after the flip-chip step (42 s at 90°C), the 160N force is not immediately released but is now kept until the assembly temperature cools down to 50°C.

Indium connections are then stronger and keep better in shape (flat) the bonded chip.
After these improvements results are very good for 100 µm thinned FE-I4a too, and similar to the non thinned or 200 µm thinned FE-I4a that do not require any stress relief process. Even if chips worked with the CMP process are better looking (showing a mirror like back side) than the chips worked with the polishing step, results on the modules do not show any significant difference.